Who Let The Gods Out? – Maz Evans

This funny and engaging engages children
from page one. The text uses imaginative and
challenging vocabulary which encourages
children to do the same. The main character
Elliot, is having a tough time at home and he
thinks school is a complete nightmare too.
Children will learn about Elliot’s worries
through this third person narrative. They will
also meet some Greek Gods and learn about
some Greek myths.

What we are going to do
When enjoying this book we will write:
•
•
•

An information text
Rewrite a Greek myth
A third person narrative

Key characters
Elliot Hooper – a brave and good hearted boy
Virgo – a young Zodiac Goddess who lands with a
splat in Elliot’s garden
Thanatos – an evil, immortal death daemon,
released from centuries of imprisonment

We are using Who Let The Gods Out? By Maz Evans Year 3 and 4 this year where children will follow the story of Elliot
through a third person narrative that is funny and engaging. Elliot has a big secret to keep, his Mum is poorly and they are
slowly running out of money. When a young Zodiac goddess, Virgo, lands in his back garden, Elliot thinks he might see a way
to resolve some of his difficulties but, instead, the pair manage to accidentally release Thanatos - the immortal deathdaemon - from centuries of imprisonment. With a wicked megalomaniac on the loose, Elliot and Virgo are out of their depth
so must call on the help of Zeus and other long-retired gods to recapture the fugitive. But can they get to Thanatos before
he gets to take over the world?
Funny, witty, inspired and utterly contemporary, this fantasy thriller/adventure is a magical blend of ancient and modern, with
brilliant characterisation and a truly human story at its heart.

